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kir. Tom Wicker 
Ale Dew Y.e.k Times 
1920 L. St., 
Weehiugton, D.C. 

Dear er. Wicker, 

Those of us who saw your face while we heard your edited words on TV tonight need no descrietions to understand you feelings. for your courage and integrity we are 
all in your debt. 

I write also for another purpose, for I have-lived through experiences I fear you 
are only now about to really undefstand by also livine theme The vilification of you by Joe KcCeffrey on WeAL-eV tonight is, I fear, only the beginning. I hope that in the interest of truth and society, as well as your own, a few rudimentary precautions can 
and will be taken. • 

host of ale, to see that all e sword radio out-takes are also ereserved. Without them there will be no way to undo the possible harm. 

It Nay not seem possible to you, but there is inmediate interest in the disaepearance of this kind of thing. anide fro- those with imeediate interest in accomplishing this, you and your paper now-have powerful enemies in Weebington who have done this in the past. I have, unfortunately, proof beyond question. And during tee Chicago Democratic Convention, fro source I then had there, i knew that the police were reaching every lab possible to effect tue destruction of all film possible. They paid for it. 

poverty limits what I can do to alert people to this and in the hope of saving what can be saved. I have phoned Pete Lihss. Aa I figured, although on deadline he spoke to me briefly and I think, despite the confusion,.he understood and will make the request of someone at the 'Jimes. There is an ADC vice president who is ray friend. Although he had left for the day, I asked his secretary to ask him to ask that their tape be saved (videotape can cost much to preserve). And I have a call in to a CBS friend who, while without personal influence, eay be able to reece someone there and perhaps have their tapes preserved. 

It often hay,ens that the outtakes are discarded imeediately. with this story, perhaps It will not be tee cane. 1 do hope, in your own interest but not it alone, when you receive this you will find tiee and scans to sea if there is anythiug that can still be done to save this record that can ee so ieportant to truth and to those who, inevitably, will be niequoted, euoted out of context end. abuzea iu every way possible. ?lease take the word of an ole-tic aad longs-time victim. It does happen. Buie even celled me a euxer, with no more reason -Vent test .; -toner had been one of Ray's lawyers! I spare you what' the Times has done...Also, as I have exeested eometeine like this and forecast it in uy writing, also expect this is neither the last nor t.L.e worst. We arc in very deep trouble. 

Again, thanks and coneratulationsi 

Earold Weisberg 


